
Game SUI-USA
Oldrich JINDRA coaching clinics



Some informations 
before this game

SUI lost first game 0:5 against RUS 

USA won against BLR 6:1 

Scoring efficiency: USA - 24%, SUI 0% 

PP: USA - 6/3  50% 

PP: SUI - 3/0   0%



Controlled B-out 
USA, Option 1, via F

defender behind the net with the puck 

two players on the right side 

one play skates from the blue line 
down 

pass on right handed shooter, he 
brings the puck in to the OZ



1.st 2.nd

3.rd 4.th
Controlled B-out 5-5

http://4.th


Controlled B-out 
USA, Option 2, via D

defender behind the net with the puck 

two players on the right side 

one defender in the left side 

this is B-out where second defender 
receives a puck, mostly dumps the 
puck



Forwards create the space, create a 
strong side



1.st.

weak side

Pass to the D on the left side - weak 
side



Very good job of SUI, FC 1-3-1
Big disadvantage, the D-puck carrier is R 
shooter, as soon he is under the pressure, 

no chance to play puck correctly



Powerplay 5-4, OZ 
play USA, 

one player on the top 

1-3-1 system 

crash the net 

D doesn´t shot 

player in the middle ready to receive a 
pass from right side



Good positioning of USA

Good defensive positioning of SUI, 
compact



D does snapshot fake, pass to the right 
side

Player in the front of the net goes right 
also



Player in slot turns
The puck carrier brings the puck to the 

net



N-A style, crash the net

7.players in the slot!



The second option of USA is pass from 
the D on the top pass to the left side of 

the R shooter and directly shot

Goes on  
rebound

Does 
screening



1-0 SUI
great job in the NZ of SUI player Fiala, 
from outside inside 

great pass the same player 

open ice and shooting option for SUI player 
- goal 

strong-weak side 

bad positioning of USA



FC SUI player, 1-1 situation
Player in the middle of the ice skates to 
the left on the weak side, eye contact

Moving the feets, NZ



Offensive combination - pass to go



Difference between shooting and scoring 
SUI - scores
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